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Utilities are being forced to do more with less
whilst navigating increasingly complex regulations,
higher expectations in customer service, rising
energy costs, persistent gaps between need
and innovation, and the growing threat of
climate change and population growth driving
extreme scarcity.
At this important summit, we’ll be exploring
these challenges and identifying proven
examples of where new technologies, business
models and innovation have delivered
sustainable, scalable, secure outcomes. With
leaders across the industry accepting that they
cannot do things alone, this is a great forum to
identify new opportunities for collaboration and
to meet the right partners to achieve success.
I’d like to thank our partner, the Department for
International Trade, for their support in bringing
speakers and delegates from international
markets including Brazil, India, Kenya, Tanzania

and Turkey, and for sponsoring the 1:1 meetings
which will take place throughout the day. I’d also
like to thank all our sponsors and exhibitors, and
encourage you to connect with them during our
networking breaks and evening reception.
Please don’t hesitate to speak to the Rethink
team if you have any questions or comments
regarding the summit. We welcome your
feedback and suggestions so that we can
continue to create forums that deliver real
business benefits to you and your company.
With warm regards,

Jennie Moss
Founder and Managing Director
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Hach: Rising energy costs, changing regulations and quality of water analytics are problems that continue
to intensify at water utility plants today. Without a clear picture, plants face uncertainty about efficiency and
compliance as complexity of their operations increases. A complete water technology solution provides time
savings, cost reductions, and peace of mind. Claros™, the Water Intelligence System from Hach, addresses
three critical areas: instrument management, data management and process management – harnessing
essential information to digitalise and transform water operations.
Innovyze is a leading global provider of wet infrastructure business analytics software solutions designed
to meet the technological needs of water and wastewater utilities, government agencies, and engineering
organisations worldwide. Its clients include most of the largest UK, Australasian, East Asian and North American
cities, foremost utilities on all five continents, and ENR top-rated design firms. With unparalleled expertise and
offices in North America, Europe, and Asia Pacific, the Innovyze connected portfolio of best-in-class product
lines empowers thousands of engineers to competitively plan, manage, design, protect, operate and sustain
highly efficient and reliable infrastructure systems, and provides an enduring platform for customer success.

SciCorp International Corp is an environmental solutions company with a proprietary formulation for the reduction
of sludge and odours in wastewater operations, the elimination of odour in various solid waste facilities, and the
acceleration of biogas productivity in digestors and other waste-to-energy systems. The company is led by a team
of accomplished environmental engineers providing alternative and powerful waste management and energy
solutions. These solutions have proven to be far more effective than traditional and competing applications while
drastically reducing the carbon footprint of its users and enhancing the environment in which they operate.
Xylem is a leading water technology company committed to developing innovative technology solutions
to the world’s water challenges. Its products and services move, treat, analyse, monitor and return water to
the environment in public utility, industrial, residential and commercial building services settings. Xylem also
provides a leading portfolio of smart metering, network technologies and advanced infrastructure analytics
solutions for water, electric and gas utilities. Headquartered in Rye Brook, New York with a 2017 revenue of $4.7
billion, Xylem does business in more than 150 countries through a number of market-leading product brands.

RedEye was founded in Brisbane, Australia in 2012 and its purpose is to reinvent the way people work by
offering digital engineering solutions for companies that own and operate critical infrastructure. RedEye’s cloud
and mobile-based solutions offer a unique client experience and are purpose built to reduce operating cost
and risk, while improving safety, productivity and performance. In January 2017, RedEye established its US
headquarters and commenced work with Southern Nevada Water Authority/Las Vegas Valley Water District.

NETWORKING COFFEE BREAK HOST

Join us on social media
@WorldWaterTech

EMAGIN provides utilities and industrial facilities with an operational intelligence platform for the real-time
management of critical processes. The platform leverages AI to create real-time recommendations with the
objective of reducing OPEX, proactively detecting process events, such as sensor or equipment failures,
and optimising asset service life through smarter maintenance cycles. EMAGIN has demonstrated 3-5 month
payback periods for early-adopting utilities and industrial users, and has been deployed globally.

SILVER PARTNER

The Department for International Trade (DIT) is the government department that
helps UK-based companies succeed in the global economy. It also helps overseas
companies bring their high-quality investment to the UK’s dynamic economy,
acknowledged as Europe’s best place from which to succeed in global business.
DIT has professional advisors both within the UK and across more than 100
international markets.

LinkedIn

Technical innovation is of the essence at Black & Veatch. For more than a century it has been at the
vanguard of using new technologies and technical expertise. For Black & Veatch, this means understanding
what technologies are available, and looking at new, innovative ways to utilise and integrate them to meet
clients’ needs; this puts Black & Veatch at the forefront of helping clients transfer seamlessly from the
analogue to digital age. Through the quality of its work and the people who deliver it, Black & Veatch is a
recognised global leader able to support every point in the lifecycle of clients’ assets.

MI Systems was founded with the mission of designing, developing, and commercialising the world’s highest
recovering, most energy efficient water desalination technology. In doing so, the company provides costeffective and efficient treatment of challenging water resources to industries and communities worldwide.
With the use of this revolutionary technology, it is able to out perform reverse osmosis systems, maximising
the recovered water while using less energy. MI Systems’ END™ process equipment is opening new markets
and applications for high-recovery desalination. The organisation is well positioned to achieve its commercial
and humanitarian goal of solving the world’s water crisis.

MEET THE RETHINK TEAM

Twitter

GOLD PARTNERS

WiFi

Website
Network:
The_Tower_Guoman

worldwatertechinnovation.com

Evoqua Water Technologies is a global leader, with over 100 years of innovation and industry firsts,
market-leading expertise and unmatched customer service. Through cost-effective and reliable treatment
systems and services, its portfolio of brands and advanced technologies ensures uninterrupted quantity
and quality of water, regulatory and environmental compliance, increased efficiency through water reuse
and prepares customers for next-generation demands.

worldwatertechinnovation.com
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SU M M I T AG ENDA
P R E - S U MMIT

LEAKAG E WORKSHOP

In partnership with:

Towards Zero Leakage, an in-depth seminar and workshop programme developed in
partnership with the UK Department for International Trade and Northumbrian Water
Group explored the question: How can the global water industry realistically achieve
the ambitious target of zero leakage?

SE SSION CH A IR

TH AM ES RIVER CRUISE

The World Water-Tech
River Cruise offered
an evening of informal
networking including an
industry quiz and British
pub grub.

10:45
DAY ONE

TU ES DAY FEB RUARY 26, 2019

Evolving From the Outside: Transformative Acquisitions
• What are the critical success factors for a transformative collaboration, investment or a merger and acquisition?
At what stage of the lifecycle is this likely to happen?
• Companies advance myriad strategies for creating value with acquisitions — but only a handful are likely to
do so. Why is that?
• Which deals over the past 12-24 months have specific, well-articulated value creation ideas going in? What can
we learn from the outcomes?
• To what extent do long-term wins depend on the talent and experience of the team vs exceptional
technological brilliance?

M ON DAY FEB RUARY 25, 2019

A F T E R NOON

EVE NI NG

10:00

SPE A KE RS

Mike Rosenfeld

Eytan Levy

David Smith

Vice Consul - Senior
Advisor, Energy, Environment
& Infrastructure
UK DEPARTMENT FOR
INTERNATIONAL TRADE, USA

Owner
LEVY
VENTURES, ISRAEL

Senior Vice President – Corporate
Strategy
STANTEC, UK

Jean-Luc Ventura

David Rose

CEO
SUEZ VENTURES, FRANCE

Founder
H20 INSIGHTS, USA

Networking Tea and Coffee Break
Hosted by:

08:55 Welcome Remarks from Rethink Events

09:00 Keynote Address

Smart Water Delivered
with Expertise

Richard Benyon, MP
Chair
UK WATER PARTNERSHIP

Taking your water management to the next level.

09:15

Policy, Regulation and Technology: Driving Forward Co-operative Innovation
• What are the successful regulatory drivers that support utilities to deploy advanced technologies?
• How can governments support technology acceleration and help to mitigate risk? What more can policy
makers be doing to move the dial and lead the industry forwards?
• Where has innovative or challenging policy / regulation been effectively deployed to create new markets?
What are the lessons that can be applied to the future?
• How are utilities collaborating and co-creating innovation models?
SE SSI ON C H A I R

With Xylem‘s intelligent technologies and integrated
solutions, we are solving the world‘s most complex
water challenges and meeting our customers‘ most
critical needs. Together, we can create a world in
which water issues are no longer a barrier to human
health, prosperity and sustainable development.

S P E AK ER S

George Gerring

David Black

Kitila Mkumbo

Partnerships Manager
ENVIRONMENT AGENCY,
UK

Executive Director
OFWAT, UK

Permanent Secretary,
Ministry of Water
GOVERNMENT OF
TANZANIA, TANZANIA

Newsha Ajami

Fatih Turan

Director of Urban
Water Policy
STANFORD UNIVERSITY, USA

Director General
ISTANBUL WATER AND
SEWERAGE ADMINISTRATION,
TURKEY

www.xylem.com
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11:15

11:45

Lightning Talks: Emerging Opportunities in the Circular Economy in Latin America
Julián Suárez Migliozzi

Dante Pauli

Vice President
Sustainable Development
DEVELOPMENT BANK OF
LATIN AMERICA (CAF)

Superintendent of
Integrated Planning
SABESP, BRAZIL

Technology Showcase
Exciting early-to-mid stage water-tech companies present new and disruptive technologies. In the first of
two sessions, four entrepreneurs each have seven minutes to pitch their solution and outline their business
strategy before taking questions from the ‘Dragon’ panel and the summit audience.

13:15

Networking Lunch Break

14:15

Lightning Talks: Case Studies of Pioneering Partnerships

T H E START- U PS
TERGYS stands for waTER and enerGY Systems, and is the result of a series of
encounters and a common desire to bring innovative and sustainable solutions that
can meet the environmental and societal challenges of our planet. Created in 2017,
its scope is to propose autonomous off-grid systems to produce renewable energy
and water, with an innovative energy control approach to deliver drinking water,
desalinated water or recycled water 24/7.

Hervé Suty
President
TERGYS

Two joint presentations from service providers and their clients telling real world stories of where groundbreaking technology has been deployed to great effect. Beyond theory, hear about what is excelling in
practice in terms of building capacity, reducing expenditure and boosting efficiency.

The Aqaix cloud platform revolutionises water infrastructure financing using data
and advanced technologies such as AI and blockchain smart contracts. Asset
investors improve profitability through more deals, derisking, and more efficient
screening, due diligence, and portfolio monitoring. Originators have faster access
to more capital. Integrated IoT, financial, and other data gives investors full context
on opportunities. The platform also enables blended and public/private finance
models and enables Asset-Level ESG (Environmental/Social/Governance) portfolio
analytics on water portfolios.

Michael Gardner
Founder & CEO
AQAIX

Rezatec’s geospatial AI (artificial intelligence) solution for water network operators
combines remote sensing and data science to identify conditions under which
network failures occur and to quantify the Likelihood of Failure (LoF). By identifying
which sections of the network have a higher LoF, network operators can
concentrate ground survey teams and IoT sensors on those high-risk areas. This
targeted approach allows optimisation of their repair and monitoring, therefore
reducing cost and time to find leaks.

Philip Briscoe
COO
REZATEC

Case Study 1: Solving the Problem of Managing
Engineering Drawings with the Cloud

14:45

Vienna Water Monitoring Solutions’ ColiMinder® provides fully automated, rapid
microbiological contamination measurements within 15 minutes. ColiMinder® rapid
microbiological on-line measurements enable process monitoring and control for
all water related applications. Microbiological contamination measurement in realtime enables a drastic increase in efficiency, safety of water treatment processes
and distribution networks. ColiMinder® device reliability and robustness has been
proven since early 2014 in different applications from drinking water to wastewater
at customer installations around the globe.

Wolfgang Vogl
Founder & General
Manager
VIENNA WATER
MONITORING
SOLUTIONS

Wayne Gerard

Nathan Allen

Derk Maat

Co-founder & CEO
REDEYE,
AUSTRALIA

Chief Executive
WATERSTART, USA

Chairman & CEO
SCICORP
INTERNATIONAL
CORP, CANADA

12:30

Eytan Levy

Abhirabh Basu

Executive Chairman
APSARA CAPITAL, UK

Founder
LEVY VENTURES, ISRAEL

Practice Lead for Water
LUX RESEARCH,
GLOBAL

15:05

Helge Daebel

Reinhard Hübner

Investment Director
EMERALD TECHNOLOGY
VENTURES, SWITZERLAND

Investment Manager
SKION, GERMANY

Jeroen Tielman

Maarten ter Keurst

Khalil Maalouf

Founder & Managing Partner
QSTONE CAPITAL,
NETHERLANDS

Director of Investments
PURETERRA VENTURES,
CHINA

Partner
XPV WATER PARTNERS, CANADA

15:50
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Michael Thuita

Enoch Mwita

Principal Secretary,
Ministry of Water &
Sanitation
GOVERNMENT OF THE
REPUBLIC OF KENYA

CEO
ATHI WATER,
KENYA

Trade Development
Manager
DIT KENYA

Case Study Plenary: Breaking New Ground in the Water, Energy and Waste Nexus

SE SSION CH A IR

S P E AK ER S

Managing Partner
& Co-founder
CIMBRIA CAPITAL, USA

Joseph Irungu

This session will feature a collection of the best examples of technological optimisation across the water,
energy and waste nexus.
• How are the barriers to adoption of a closed loop being overcome?
• Who is leading the way in cutting-edge energy recovery? How achievable is energy neutrality and who can
we learn from?
• To what extent is the need to reduce expenditure on energy driving us towards decentralised models?

Investors in water technology companies come together to discuss the hottest deals and investments of
2018/19 and share their insight into what the most exciting opportunities and challenges may be over the
coming year.

Brian Iversen

CITY OF KANSAS,
USA

Hear the latest government-level insight into water management challenges, partnership potential and
investment opportunities in Kenya.

Investments with Impact: Deals of the Year 2018

SE SSI ON C H A I R

Short
Documentary
Film

DIT Country Focus: Water Management Challenges and Opportunities in Kenya

T H E DRAG O N S
Henri Lambert

Case Study 2: Energy Saving/Biosolid Reduction/
Odour Control in Wastewater Treatment: A Proven
Cost-Effective Approach

SPE A KE RS

Fiona Griffith

Christian Loderer

Frank Rogalla

Group Director
ISLE UTILITIES, GLOBAL

Project and
Innovation Manager
KOMPETENZZENTRUM
WASSER BERLIN, GERMANY

Director of Innovation & Technology
FCC AQUALIA, SPAIN

Mogan Padayachee

Andrea Gysin

Technology & Innovation
Group Strategy Manager
RAND WATER,
SOUTH AFRICA

Head of Research, Development
& Innovation
THAMES WATER, UK

Networking Tea and Coffee Break
worldwatertechinnovation.com
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16:20

Fireside Chat: Exploring the Role of Digital in Transforming Customer Experience
As the water industry gets smarter and smarter, we hear about where technological advancement is
successfully meeting customer service demands and what the future looks like as the water industry attempts
to catch up with online retailers.
• Who is communicating excellently to stakeholders and how are they doing it?
• What do proactive communication products and plans look like that help conserve water to ensure there
is enough to meet growing demand?
• Are there any game changing technologies on the horizon?
SE SS I O N C H A I R

16:45

S PEA KER S

Tony Smith

Nigel Watson

Alex Russell-Rutherford

Chief Executive
THE CONSUMER
COUNCIL FOR
WATER, UK

Chief Information Officer
NORTHUMBRIAN WATER
GROUP, UK

Customer Experience Manager
WESSEX WATER, UK

Circular Industry: End Users and Water Reuse

17:15

Maximise your networking
potential at the summit.
The essential tool to manage meetings with
your most important contacts and form new
business partnerships at the summit.
Log in to view profiles of other delegates,
send messages and arrange to meet at the
designated meeting tables.
meetings.worldwatertechinnovation.com

• Year on year, industrial end users continue to be met with ever-louder calls for diversifying water resources
and cleaning up at source. How are the leading end users approaching wastewater reuse and recycling
within their businesses?
• What are the biggest hurdles to water reuse and recycling? How can we get buy-in from stakeholders?
• How can these projects be financed and what could the model look like?
• What areas of innovation are delivering most value to industrial end-users? Is there room for improvement?
SE SS I O N C H A I R

1:1 MEETINGS

If you require assistance arranging 1:1
meetings, visit the registration desk.

Deliver sustainable
and resilient water infrastructure
through insightful, risk-based,
cost-eﬀective decisions.

S PEA KER S

Mark Lane

José N. De Pierola Canales

Alex Money

Consultant
THE UK WATER
PARTNERSHIP, UK

Manager of Water Resources
SOUTHERN
PERU COPPER CORP., PERU

Programme Director - Smith
School of Enterprise and the
Environment
UNIVERSITY OF OXFORD, UK

www.innovyze.com

Empowering water experts

Roundtable Discussions
One of the most interactive sessions of the programme. The roundtable discussion groups are hosted by an
industry expert and offer you a valuable opportunity to network, brainstorm solutions and share ideas with
your peers on similar topics and issues.
See flyer for details

18:00

8

Closing Remarks & Networking Drinks Reception
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10:15

Technology Showcase
Four more exciting early-to-mid stage water-tech companies take to the stage to present new and disruptive
technologies. They each have seven minutes to pitch their solution and outline their business strategy before
taking questions from the ‘Dragon’ panel and the summit audience.
TH E STA RT-UPS
Pharem Biotech brings enzyme-based technology to the process and waste
water industry. It focuses on developing solutions that can target the most
problematic organic pollutants either on a broad large-scale spectrum or as a
tailored solution towards single pollutants for the process industry. With a specific
targeting towards pollutants, the technology can circumvent the need
for additional pre-treatment steps compared to alternatives.

Martin Ryen
CEO
PHAREM BIOTECH

SU M M I T AG ENDA
DAY T WO

Enging specialises in innovative industrial asset condition monitoring solutions for
electrical motor and power transformers, focusing on the latest IIoT technologies.
All the technologies developed are non-invasive and detect the main faults in
these assets through a new predictive maintenance technique based on electrical
variables. These monitoring technologies were fully developed by Enging and
are pioneering technologies in the market, with significant advantages when
compared to other existing technologies.

Gualter Sampaio
Business
Development
Manager
ENGING

W ED N ES DAY FE BRUARY 27, 2019

07:45 Breakfast Briefing | Location: 1:1 Meeting Room

CustoMem was founded with the vision of harnessing nature’s capacity to make
biomaterials to promote environmental and human health. CustoMem develops
novel biomaterials optimised to capture specific micropollutants from industrial
wastewater. Its CustoMem Granular Media is designed to operate in standard
packed bed vessels and allows customers to meet water regulations in a simple,
safe and cost-effective manner. CustoMem is focusing on treating Per- and
polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS) as their initial application.

Henrik Hagemann
CEO & Founder
CUSTOMEM

Connecting With Women at the World Water-Tech Innovation Summit
Join Xylem leaders, including Senior Vice President and Chief Innovation and Technology Officer Jay Iyengar,
and fellow conference colleagues for an informal discussion about inspiring and elevating women in the water
technology sector. The discussion, along with time for networking, will bring participants new connections and
provide a forum of inspiration and innovation for future leaders in the industry. A light breakfast will be provided.
Book your free place with our team – visit the registration desk

HPNow is the world’s first commercial provider of consumable-free, on-site hydrogen
peroxide generation solutions enabling decentralised, safe, affordable and sustainable
water treatment and reuse solutions across industrial, agriculture, and municipal
applications. The company is further working with global consumer appliances
and goods corporations towards embedded, on-demand cleaning and disinfection
solutions directly at the residential point of use. HPNow is backed by the venture
capital arm of Evonik Corporation, a global leader in bulk hydrogen peroxide.

Ziv Gottesfeld
CEO & Co-founder
HPNOW

Jay Iyengar
Senior Vice President & Chief
Innovation & Technology Officer
XYLEM, USA

TH E DRAGONS

08:55 Welcome Remarks From Rethink Events

Henri Lambert

Eytan Levy

Abhirabh Basu

Executive Chairman
APSARA CAPITAL, UK

Founder
LEVY VENTURES, ISRAEL

Practice Lead for Water
LUX RESEARCH,
GLOBAL

09:00 Making the Digital Difference: Big Data and the Analytics of Things
• How can we amplify the power of data to optimise decision making across water networks? Beyond raw
data, how must utilities approach the Analytics of Things?
• What are the key challenges that arise with implementing cloud-based operations and artificial intelligence
itself, or is it the realignment of resources and operations that goes with it?
• What are the cast-iron examples of where employing IIoT and AoT / AI has improved efficiency, resilience,
predictive maintenance and / or driven down operational costs?
• What new business models are emerging as a result?
• What do we know now that we wish we had known five years ago?
SE SSI ON C H A I R

11:00

Networking Brunch

12:00

Lightning Talk: The Frontier of Solar Desalination
Hagen Gleisner
Director of Engineering
TRENDS INGENIERIA, CHILE

S P E AK ER S

Steve Kaye

Jay Iyengar

David Fortune

CEO
UK WATER INDUSTRY
RESEARCH, UK

Senior Vice President
& Chief Innovation &
Technology Officer
XYLEM, USA

Vice President Innovation
INNOVYZE, UK

Tertius Rust

Rik Thijssen

Nicole Puhl

Head of Digital
JACOBS UTILITIES, UK

Manager Business
Development
VITENS, NETHERLANDS

Business Unit Manager, Claros
(SaaS)
HACH, USA

12:15

Rethinking Desalination: Is Desal 2.0 on our Doorstep?
• 2018 has seen a surge of activity in the international desalination market: is Desal 2.0 on our doorstep?
What might it look like?
• How far away are we from game-changing upgrades in application (i.e. scaled-up solar powered desal) and
materials (i.e. graphene membranes)?
• With increasing occurrences of drought and water stress in currently abundant areas, where can we expect
brand new desal markets to appear? What’s the timeline?
SE SSION CH A IR

09:45 Engineer 2.0: How Human and Artificial Intelligence Can Reshape the Future of
Asset Management

SPE A KE RS

Ben Earl

Grant Page

Emmanuel Vivant

Water Efficiency Manager
SOUTHERN WATER, UK

Founder & President
MI SYSTEMS, USA

Senior Executive Vice President,
International
SAUR, FRANCE

Maximising outcomes for utilities by combining institutional knowledge with machine learning and
artificial intelligence.
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Thouheed Gaffoor

Mark Kaney

Vinod Ramachandran

Spike Hughes

CEO & Co-founder
EMAGIN, CANADA

Director of Asset
Management – Europe
BLACK & VEATCH, UK

Senior Director – Global
Open Innovations
SUEZ, SINGAPORE

Founder & CEO
COHESION INVESTMENTS, UK

worldwatertechinnovation.com
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13:00

DIT Country Focus: Rural Infrastructure Development Opportunities in Kazakhstan

EXHIBITORS

Hear the latest government-level insight into water management challenges, partnership potential and
investment opportunities in Kazakhstan.

Arvia Technology delivers advanced tertiary treatment technology combining adsorption and oxidation for
wastewater discharge or reuse. Arvia’s Nyex™ Treatment Systems offer an effective solution for the reduction
of organics and colour, which are easy to integrate into existing treatment trains, allowing compliance with
strict regulations without chemical dosing or the production of sludge.

Afzal Amin
Director
LONDON
INFRASTRUCTURE,
UK

13:15

Badger Meter® smart water solutions provide actionable information through data analytics from our accurate and
durable water metering products, without the need for utility-owned communications infrastructure. These smart
solutions allow users to optimise, use and minimise waste of one of the world’s most precious resources.
Breivoll Inspection Technologies AS (BIT) is a leading international supplier of pipeline inspection services,
using cutting edge Accoustic Resonance Technology to perform in-line inspection of metallic water and
district heating pipes. Through this unique technology, it provides highly accurate measurements from inside
the pipe of both internal and external corrosion, pipeline thickness and leak detection.

Lightning Talks: Mega Cities, Mega Challenges
Discover how three ‘mega cities’ are approaching some of the biggest water challenges on the planet.
CITY 1: LAGOS

SESSI ON H OST
Newsha Ajami
Director of Urban
Water Policy
STANFORD
UNIVERSITY, USA

14:00

CITY 2: DELHI

Mumuni Adekunle
Badmus
CEO
LAGOS WATER
CORPORATION,
NIGERIA

CITY 3: CHENNAI

Sourav Daspatnaik

S.Giridharan

CEO
SWACH ENVIRONMENT,
INDIA

General Manager & Head
– South-Segment (Water
Supply & Distribution)
L&T CONSTRUCTION,
INDIA

Open Source Water Hubs: How Could We Share Technology and Data Around the World?
• How successful are water hubs in commercialising and scaling up tech?
• Water hubs are developed to cultivate innovation. What would they look like on a global scale? If they serve
a tightly-knit ecosystem and a particular geography, is ‘global water tech hub’ an oxymoron?
• What examples of technological cross-pollination have occurred between municipal hubs?
• Who takes responsibility? What existing platforms could be adopted or acquired to form the bedrock
of such an initiative?
SE SSI ON C H A I R

14:45

S P E AK ER S

greener waste
tec hnology

Greener Waste Technology is an innovation consultancy and process design specialist, with a passion
to change how the industry thinks about sewage works management. Customers expect utilities to be
accountable for the environment and Greener Waste Technology provides the tools to meet expectations
with world class innovation, the optimisation of existing infrastructure and the reduction of carbon footprint.
Metasphere is the trusted telemetry provider to many public sector water, wastewater and gas utilities.
Making data count by providing the latest IoT and cloud remote monitoring and control solutions for
monitoring utility networks combining best of breed technologies with deep telemetry know how.
Primayer is a world-leading developer and manufacturer of intelligent technologies for the effective
monitoring of water networks and for reducing the loss of potable water. It provides innovative technologies
enabling effective management of water – the planet’s most important resource. Primayer is committed
globally to supplying quality products for water utilities, consultants and contractors.
Trimble Water offers solutions to help water utilities meet today’s challenges in the water industry and
provide building blocks for smart water management. Trimble Water’s range of solutions includes high
accuracy mapping, work management and mobility, wireless water monitoring and leak detection.

MEDIA AND MARKETING PARTNERS

GeoConnexion

Hein Molenkamp

Beverley Ferrara

Kieran Brocklebank

Director
WATER ALLIANCE,
NETHERLANDS

European Representative
THE WATER COUNCIL,
IRELAND / USA

Head of Innovation
UNITED UTILITIES, UK

Nathan Allen

Caroline Wadsworth

Yossi Yaacoby

Executive Director
WATERSTART, USA

Water Innovation Hub Manager
SHEFFIELD UNIVERSITY, UK

Head of Staff
MEKOROT, ISRAEL

Close of Summit

P OST- S U MMIT

THURSDAY FEBRUARY 28, 2019

INNOVATION IN ACTION TOUR
TO ANGLIAN WATER’S
‘SHOP WINDOW’
Join us to explore Anglian Water’s ground-breaking
‘Shop Window’ innovation hub, which recently
won an IWA Innovation Gold Award. You’ll hear
from teams who are at the frontier of leakage and
carbon reduction, amongst many other exciting
developments. You will also meet face-to-face with
some of the prominent technology companies that
have been part of this journey with Anglian Water.
The tour will depart from the summit hotel at 9.00am
and return around 5.00pm.

BOOK YOUR PLACE WITH OUR TEAM NOW –
VISIT THE REGISTRATION DESK

Eliminate uncertainty.
Increase confidence.
Claros, the Water Intelligence System from Hach,
provides you with a complete picture of your plant.
You’ll be confident your operation is efficient and
effective with proactive instrument insights, data
visualisation, and process control optimisation.

See the Power of Claros: hach.com/claros

SUMMIT FLOORPLAN
Main Auditorium
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Exhibitors
1. Black & Veatch / Emagin

9. Greener Waste Technology

2. Xylem

10. Arvia Technology

3. Innovyze

11. The UK Water Partnership

4. MI Systems

12. Hach

5. RedEye

13. SciCorp International Corp

6. Trimble Water

14. UK Department for International Trade

7. Metasphere

15. Breivoll Inspection Technologies AS (BIT)

8. Primayer

16. Badger Meter
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For more information on how to get involved
in the World Water-Tech Innovation Summit
2020 please contact:
Rachel Myall
Business Development Manager
Tel: +44 (0)1273 789984
Email: rachel.myall@rethinkevents.com
worldwatertechinnovation.com
#WorldWaterTech

